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Act 1

Scene 1
Black Screen:
A heartbeat is heard.
Ext. Forest. Dusk. 
Open to a woman running through the woods. The camera follows her as she runs. Black screen appears with a heartbeat being heard. Open to a man in a mask walking through the woods. There is no sound form him walking. A voice over of heavy breathing is heard. Black screen/heartbeat. The woman is seen again still running and looking behind her. Black screen/heartbeat. Open to the man again with the heavy breathing. Black screen/heartbeat. Then open to the woman who is running then trips and falls hard on the ground. Black screen appears with a heartbeat being heard. Then open to wide shot of the woman on the ground and the man walking into frame. Cut in for close up.
WOMAN
Leave me alone!
The man will then hold up his knife.
WOMAN
What do you want form me?
The man then goes towards her and proceeds to grab her by the head.
WOMAN
No! No! No! God No!

The Killer will then stab the women in the stomach and let her body drop to the ground. He will then proceed to stab her several times. The screen will fade to black as one last scream is heard from the women.

MAIN TITLE SEQUENCE
Black Screen:
The song “Scream” by Avenged Sevenfold plays in the background. Once the music begins the word “DECIMATE” appears. A “Now I Know Why You Cry” Production shows next, then is followed by the main actors names, and the writer and director’s name. Fade to black.
Scene 2
Ext. Tyler’s House. Dusk.
As the scene opens the words, Gravenhurst, Ontario. 2008 appear. Tyler is seen entering the house. He goes through the door carrying a box. After he enters the house, the camera goes to the upstairs window where we see the figure, (zoom in) and the lights are on. 
Scene 3
Int. Tyler’s House. Dusk.
Tyler is seen going upstairs, and the light is now off. He then proceeds to put the box away (this is not seen, only heard). The camera stays at the stairs. Someone is seen running across from the other room into the room Tyler is in. Then silence. After a few seconds a loud noise is heard. A few more seconds of silence will pass, and then Tyler will come back downstairs. The camera stays inside as Tyler exits the house. The camera is now where the figure originally was, looking through the window, watching him get in a vehicle and drive away.
Scene 4
Ext. Town. Dusk. 
This is a scene of Tyler driving through the town, establishing that he knows his way around town as well as showing how small the town is. There will be multiple shots from inside the car as well as outside. The scene will end with Tyler coming back to the house. He will be seen driving into the driveway.

Scene 5

Int. Tyler’s House. Dusk. 
The camera is inside as Tyler is seen coming through the front door and into the house. He has his back to the bathroom as he takes of his shoes, and we see the figure standing in the bathroom. Cut to Tyler as he finishes with his shoes. Go back to a wide angle to reveal that the figure is gone. The camera is now upstairs watching Tyler as he puts a light bulb in the socket, behind him is the figure watching him. Once he turns on the light the figure disappears. The camera watches Tyler as he goes down the stairs. The camera will then pan to a clock and the time will be changing very quickly.
Scene 6
Int. Tyler’s House. Night.
The camera comes into Tyler’s room showing three masks hanging up, and Halloween: The Curse of Michael Myers is playing on the television. After a death scene cut to Tyler who appears to be in a deep thought. This scene is used to foreshadow what’s to come. After a couple of seconds a loud noise is heard outside the room. The camera follows Tyler as he goes to check it out. He goes into the kitchen to find every cupboard door and drawer open except one. Confused Tyler begins closing the doors until he comes across a drawer that is still closed; curiously he opens it to find a mask inside. He Picks it up, looks at it then takes it back to his room. He throws it on the dresser and continues to watch the movie. Fade to black.
Scene 7
Ext. Town. Afternoon/Night.
Shots from around the town in the afternoon as well as the night. This scene is used to show that a day has gone by.


Scene 8
Int. Tyler’s House. Night.
With night vision the camera will come into Tyler’s room as he sleeps. Tyler can be seen moving in his bed as if he is having a nightmare. Then a voice is heard, and the camera goes to the figure, standing over Tyler. 
FIGURE
I’ve been watching you Tyler. I can see inside you. I can see the rage that dwells deep within you. I’m going to bring that rage out of you Tyler. Together we will release that rage. Together we will decimate the world!

Tyler wakes up from a nightmare, and then goes out of his room and as he walks by the kitchen, he doesn’t notice all the cupboard doors are open again. He then goes into the bathroom, leaving the bathroom door open. The camera is now looking into the mirror and Tyler can be seen. The camera follows as he bends over the sink and washes his face, when he looks back into the mirror; the figure is now behind him. 
FIGURE
Our time is now!

The door shuts, then lights flicker for 5 seconds (camera at a low angle) then another 5 second pause. The door opens and Tyler comes out. He goes into the room and proceeds to get dressed. He then grabs the mask and puts it on. He leaves the room and goes to the kitchen where he finds a kitchen knife. As he heads for the door he notices his reflection in the mirror. He stops and looks at himself, tilting his head as if admiring his new look. He then heads outside.



Act 2

Scene 9
Ext.. Forest. Dusk.
This scene will pick up where scene one ended. Jess is seen crying, holding the woman who was killed, in her arms.
JESS
Amanda! Amanda wake up! Oh God no! Who did this to you?

She will sit there with the body in her lap for a few seconds then Tyler will come out from behind a tree. Jess will notice him and as she screams the camera will cut to her POV and we will see the knife come towards the camera, just as it’s about to hit, blackout.
Scene 10
Int. Jess’ Apartment. Morning.
Jess in her room waking up from a nightmare. She screams as she sits up. She sits there, out of breath. The words 1 Year Later appear. Jess will get out of her bed and walk to the fridge, once she opens it and looks around the phone will ring. She picks it up.
JESS:
Hello? Hello? Hello?

She hangs up the phone. A second later the phone will ring again.


JESS
 Who the hell is this?
Pause
JESS
Oh sorry Nathan, did you just call me?
Pause
JESS
Why didn’t you answer me then?
Pause
JESS
Well I didn’t hear you say anything.
Pause
JESS
I’m sorry; I just had a rough night. 

She begins to relax now that she knows it was Williams on the phone.
JESS
Can you come over?
Pause
JESS
Okay see you in a few.

Scene 11
Ext. Jess’s Apartment. Morning. 
A man is seen walking up to the building and going inside. 
Scene 12
Int. Jess’s Apartment. Morning. 
The Camera is in Jess’ kitchen where she is washing dishes. A knock on the door is heard. She walks over and opens it.

JESS
 Nathan!

She hugs him as he walks in.

WILLIAMS
Well hello to you too.

They walk over to the couch and sit down.

WILLIAMS
So Jess what’s going on? What happened?
JESS
I have been having nightmares; these dreams that seem so real.
WILLAMS
Nightmares? What about?
JESS
About my sister.
WILLIAMS
Oh no.

He puts his arm around her to comfort her.

JESS
I keep having this dream that I find her and she is just lying there covered in blood. And there is nothing I can do. And then the guy shows up and he tries to kill me too. I can never get away and he always gets me. But I wake up just as he’s about to kill me.
WILLAMS
How long has this been going on?
JESS
A while now, like every night the last 2 weeks.
WILLAMS
Really? Maybe you should go to a doctor for help.
JESS
No! I don’t need a doctor.

WILLAMS
You have to do something.
JESS
I know I do. You know they never caught who did it. And I always think to myself what if he comes after me. He’s still out there!
Pause
JESS
Do you know what day it is?
WILLIAMS
Yeah it’s the 23rd why?
JESS
Next week is the anniversary of her death.
WILLIAMS
So maybe that’s why you’re having nightmares.
JESS
Maybe, maybe he’s going to kill me too.
WILLIAMS
He’s not going to come after you. If he was, he would of by now.
JESS
You don’t know that Nathan! He is still out there; he could be waiting for me.
WILLIAMS
You’re crazy, don’t think like that. That psycho is not coming for you. You are safe. I’ll keep you safe.
JESS
Thanks Nathan. That means a lot.
WILLIAMS
Good.
Jess then turns on the TV.
WILLIAMS
Hey good thing you don’t live on Elm Street.
JESS
What are you talking about?
WILLIAMS 
Elm Street? Freddy Krueger? You’re having nightmares about dying? Freddy Kills people in their dreams?
JESS
Excuse me?
WILLIAMS
Too soon for jokes huh?
JESS
Yeah, you asshole.
WILLIAMS
(Laughing) I’m sorry.
JESS
It’s okay. Anyway…

Her voice will fade out as the camera goes backwards out the door, leaving the apartment.
Scene 13
Ext. Jess’ Apartment/Town. Afternoon.
The camera will go down the street, subtly showing Tyler’s car. Fade to black.
Scene 14
Ext. Town. Afternoon/Night.
This scene will begin with some scenery with the sky being the main focus. It will show time passing, daylight to darkness. 
Scene 15
Int. Michelle’s Apartment. Dusk.
This scene will introduce the other main characters. Open to an apartment with Williams, Matt and Michelle getting ready to watch a movie when there is a knock at the door.
WILLIAMS
About time Jess got here.
MICHELLE
It’s open!

Jess comes through the door


JESS
Hey Matty, Hey Michelle. Sorry I’m late guys. I brought popcorn.

Jess goes to the microwave and begins making the popcorn.

MATT
Hey.
MICHELLE
Hello.
Williams
Hey what about me? No Hello?
Jess
No, I don’t like you

Everyone laughs as she goes over to sits next to Williams. Jess and Williams begin to whisper to each other. 

Williams:
How are you? Feeling any better?
JESS
I’m good now. I feel a lot better.

Jess turns to Matt and Michelle.

JESS
So what movie did you guys get?

MICHELLE
(unimpressed) The new Jason movie.
WILLIAMS
Yeah yeah, I’ve been dying to see it.
MATT
Yo! Shut up it’s about to start.

Go to television screen to watch the opening of Friday the 13th. The camera will go back and forth between watching the movie and watching the group. This will last for a minute. The camera will then draw back to a window revealing Tyler outside just standing there staring at the window. The camera will cut back to the group.

WILLIAMS
Oh yeah we have popcorn!

Williams will get up and as he walks by the window he will notice Tyler standing there. The camera will back up and we will see Williams look at the group.

WILLIAMS
Yo! What’s with this guy outside? Come look at this.

He will look back outside, the camera will follow and it will reveal that there is no one there. Jess will have already gotten up and came to the window.

JESS
What are you talking about? No one’s there.

WILLIAMS
There was someone there, I swear.
JESS
What was he doing?
WILLIAMS
He was just standing there, staring at me.

Jess will grab Williams by the arm and pull him close to her.

JESS
Your just trying to scare us. It’s not gonna work.

Jess turns to walk away and Williams grabs her arm.

WILLIAMS
Look I think he’s still there.

Jess will get really close to the window as she looks outside.

WILLIMAS
AHHH!

Jess screams and jumps back from the window.

JESS
What the fuck do you do that for?
WILLIAMS
(laughing) You said I couldn’t scare you.
JESS
You’re an asshole
WILLIAMS
Oh I got you so good.
JESS
Shut up and grab the popcorn I’m hungry.
WILLIAMS
Yes boss.
MATT
Yo shut up over there I’m tryin to watch a movie here.
WILLIAMS
Ya Jess be quiet

Jess will go to sit back down. The camera will go to Williams bringing back the popcorn. The camera will be set up so that when Williams walks by, the camera will watch him then look outside to see Tyler’s car driving past the window. Fade to black.
Scene 16
Int. Tyler’s Car. Dusk.
This scene picks up where scene 16 left off. The camera will be in the back seat of Tyler’s car. As he drives down the road. 
Scene 17
Ext. Roadside. Dusk.
A man is seen sitting on the side of the road playing a guitar. He has a duffle bag with him and a cardboard sign reading Glen Echo.
Scene 18
Int. Tyler’s Car. Dusk.
The camera will be back in Tyler’s car and the hitchhiker will come into view. Tyler will take off his mask; however the camera will not show his face. He will pull over and the hitchhiker will get in.

HITCHHIKER
Oh thanks for stopping, it’s freezing out there.

Tyler will begin to drive. The camera will show Tyler’s eyes when he looks into the rearview mirror.

HITCHHIKER
I’m just going to Glen Echo the next town over. 
Pause
HITCHHIKER
You don’t say much do you?

Just then Tyler will turn off and go down a dark road.

HITCHHIKER
Where are you going man? You’re going the wrong way.

The hitchhiker will begin to panic, and then Tyler will lock the doors.

HITCHHIKER
What the fuck man? What are you doing?
The hitchhiker will begin to hit Tyler. After a couple of punches the camera will cut to an exterior shot of the road. 
Scene 19
Ext. Roadside. Dusk.
The car will stop, and it will just sit there for a few seconds then we will see Tyler get out and drag the hitchhiker by his hair out from the car. He will drop him on the ground. Then Tyler will reach in his car for his knife. The Hitchhiker will realize this and begin to get to his feet but just as he does Tyler will stab him. The hitchhiker will fall to the ground. The camera will then get a little closer as Tyler takes the hitchhiker and wraps the seatbelt around his neck. The Hitchhiker will scream from the pain as Tyler uses his foot to put pressure on the seatbelt. After a few seconds the Hitchhikers body will go limp. Tyler will then unravel the seatbelt and let the body drop to the ground. He will get back into the car and drive off into the darkness. Fade to black. 
 
	Scene 20
Int. Michelle’s Apartment. Night.
The group is just finishing up Friday the 13th. Williams gets up to turn the lights on. 

MATT
Wow, that was fucking awesome, definitely the best Jason movie so far.
WILLIAMS
For sure.
MICHELLE
Wasn’t it a remake?
WILLIAMS
Yep, it only took them 12 tries to nail it.
Everyone laughs except Jess.

MATT
Hey Jess what’s wrong with you?
JESS
That movie scared the shit out of me.
WILLIAMS
I think it scared all of us.
MATT
I’m gonna be having nightmares tonight. Nah I’m just kidding it wasn’t that scary.
WILLIAMS
Whatever man, remember when he came up through the floor? You were screaming your head off like a little girl.
MATT
I don’t know what you’re talking about.

They all laugh.

MICHELLE
So what’s the plan for tomorrow? We doing anything?
JESS
Yeah we should do another movie night. But no scary movies this time.
WILLIAMS
Oh come on they’re the best.
MICHELLE
Me and Jess will pick the movie for tomorrow and you guys have to watch it.
JESS
Ha ha.
MATT
Fine, whatever. I’ll just do the Jamaican Haze before the movie. 
MICHELLE
No you will not!
JESS
(Laughing) Alright then it’s settled. I’m gonna head out now. You coming Nathan?
WILLIAMS
Yeah I’ll get a ride with you.

Jess and Williams put on there shoes.

JESS
See ya tomorrow
Michelle
See ya
WILLIAMS
Later
Matt
Bye Guys
The camera will be on the doorstep as Jess and Williams come out. They will begin to go down the stairs but Williams will stop.

WLLIAMS
Shit I forgot the movie. I’ll be right back.
JESS 
Hurry, I’ll meet you in the car.
The camera watches as Jess continues down the steps and Williams goes back to the apartment. Fade to Black.
Scene 21
Ext. Michelle’s Apartment. Night.
The camera is away from the building, Jess is seen getting into a car. She starts it up. The camera cuts to the inside of the vehicle. The camera is on Jess as she sits there playing with the radio. “Shout at the Devil” by Motley Crue comes on. Out of nowhere Williams pounds on the window scaring Jess. She unlocks the doors and Williams gets in the car.
JESS
Oh my god! You seriously need to stop doing that.
WILLIAMS
Doing what?
JESS
Scaring me, that’s twice tonight.
WILLIMAS
Awe, I’m sorry.
JESS
Whatever, now shut up I like this song.
She turns up the radio. The camera cuts to the outside of the car to see it drive off. As they leave a vehicle is seen coming up the street. The lights on the vehicle go out and it creeps into the parking spot Jess was just in. The door opens and Tyler steps out. He walks into the building.



Act 3

Scene 22

Int. Michelle’s Apartment. Night.
The camera is now back in the apartment building. We are now in the bedroom and Matt and Michelle are getting ready for bed. Michelle is in the bed and Matt is about to get in when they hear the door slam shut. 

MICHELLE
What the fuck was that?
MATT
Sounded like the front door closing. Hello? Williams? Jess?
MICHELLE
Go see who it is please.
MATT
Fuck I’m scared.
MICHELLE
Come on baby go see what’s out there.
MATT
Fine.

Matt leaves the room and disappears into the darkness. The camera is now in the kitchen. The camera reveals that just like Tyler’s house, all the cupboard doors and drawers are open.

MATT
What the fuck?

He hears a footstep behind him and quickly turns around to see Tyler standing behind him. Before Matt can say anything Tyler stabs him in the stomach. Matt gets weak and Tyler turns him around and slits his throat. Tyler lets his body drop making a loud thud noise. Camera cuts to Michelle in the bedroom.

MICHELLE
Matt? Are you okay? Matt?

She hears footsteps and the camera looks at the doorway. It is black but Tyler can be seen coming towards her, the white mask stands out from the darkness. He enters the room and stands there staring at Michelle.

MICHELLE
Who the fuck are you!

Tyler stares at her. After a few seconds he moves towards Michelle. She notices a knife with blood all over it. The camera goes to the knife, then back to a wide view of the bedroom.

MICHELLE
Get the fuck away from me!

Tyler is about to grab her when she gets around him and runs out of the room. The camera cuts to her coming out the room and towards the door as she is about to open it she notices Matt’s body lying in front of the door. She covers her mouth to prevent herself from screaming. She tries to open it but can’t. The body is too heavy. She runs and hides in a closet. The camera turns around to reveal Tyler standing there. He begins looking around for Michelle. Cut to Michelle’s POV peeking through a crack in the closet door. Tyler is seen walking by. He disappears. A moment of silence and a sigh of relief from Michelle. Then all of a sudden the door is ripped open by Tyler. Michelle screams as Tyler grabs her by the hair and drags her out of the closet. As he drags her she knocks the phone over. Tyler throws her on the floor.

MICHELLE
What do you want from me? Please don’t kill me!

Tyler cuts her off, shoving the knife into her stomach. She is on her knees, then falls on the floor. As she lies there the camera cuts to her point of view. The camera lies on the floor like someone lying on their side. Tyler is seen leaving the apartment. The camera stays in POV and a few seconds later Tyler walks in with an axe.

MICHELLE
No. No. No. No. 

Camera cuts to a wide angle and only Tyler’s reflection can be seen in the widow. He holds the axe in the air and brings it down in the direction of Michelle. As the axe is coming down a very horrific scream is heard. Tyler is seen walking towards the door and once he passes the camera Michelle’s body is revealed with the axe sticking out of her head. Fade to black.
Scene 23
Int. Jess’ Apartment. Night.
Jess is seen lying in her bed, she rolls over to see what time it is. The clock displays 3:33. She gets up and looks out the window. The camera follows her and looks out the window. Tyler is seen outside on the street staring at Jess. The camera goes to Jess who is seen closing her eyes. When she opens them the camera cuts to looking outside and Tyler is gone. There is a quick cut and Jess is in her bedroom waking up from a nightmare. She sits up out of breath. She catches her breath and lies back down. The phone rings. She rolls over and grabs it.

JESS
 Hello?
Pause
JESS
Oh hey Marian 
Pause
JESS
What’s wrong?
Pause
JESS
Oh my God what? No that couldn’t have happened; we were with them last night.
Jess begins to break down.
JESS
Oh my God I have to tell Nathan I’ll meet you at the police station.

As she hangs up the phone a knock at the door is heard. Jess goes to the door. She opens it and Nathan walks in.

JESS
Matty, Michelle, they were
WILLIAMS
I know
The hug each other.

WILLIAMS
Who the fuck would do something like this?
JESS
I don’t know, but I’m freaking out. We have to go somewhere, I have to get out of here.
WILLIAMS
Come on lets go.
They get up and leave the room. Fade to black.
Scene 24
Ext. OPP Office. Morning.
Jess and Williams pull into the parking lot. They get out looking very upset and walk towards the building. Fade to black.
Scene 25
Ext. Parking Lot. Morning/Afternoon.
The camera watches traffic as it goes by. Tyler’s car will drive by. This is used to show time passing.
Scene 26
Ext. Parking Lot. Afternoon.
Jess and Williams are seen coming back towards the car they get in and drive away. 
Scene 27
Ext. Park. Afternoon. A wide angle of the park is shown, and Jess and Williams can be seen driving into the park. Cut to the car as they get out. They walk over to a bench and sit down.

JESS
I can’t believe they’re gone.
WILLIAMS
I know. I’m still in shock.
JESS
What did they do to deserve this?
WILLIAMS
Nothing, they didn’t deserve this.
JESS
I saw someone outside of my house last night. Just standing there staring at me. At least I think there was someone there.
WILLAIMS
What do you mean?
JESS
I’m not sure if I was dreaming. But there was someone there with a white mask. He was just standing there, watching me.
WILLIAMS
And remember I saw someone last night outside the window at Michelle’s?
JESS
You seriously saw someone?
WILLIAMS 
Yeah I did.
JESS
I thought you were just trying to scare me. Why didn’t you tell the police that?
WILLIAMS
I totally forgot until you said something.

JESS
Well we need to let them know.
WILLIAMS
I will tell them later okay! My best friend just died, give me a break. My minds a little pre-occupied.
JESS 
I’m sorry Nathan, I’m sad too. I just want the cops to find whoever did this.

Williams comforts her. The camera turns to face the road where a vehicle is seen with Tyler inside watching them. Jess looks up and notices the vehicle. Tyler then drives off. Jess pushes Williams away.

JESS
Did you see that?
WILLIAMS
See what?
JESS
There was someone parked over there watching us.
WILIAMS
(Looking Around) Parked where, there is no one around.
JESS
I swear there was someone parked over there watching us. I swear.
WILLIAMS
Fuck this, lets get out of here.

The two get into the car and drive off. As the car drives off Tyler can be seen stepping out from behind a tree watching them as they drive off.

Scene 28
Ext. Park. Afternoon.
Tyler is seen walking through the park back to his vehicle. When someone is seen sitting on a bench.

PERSON
Hey buddy! You know Halloween is over right?

Tyler walks by the person

FIGURE
Tyler! Kill Him!

Tyler slowly turns around and heads back towards the person. Cut to the front of the person.

PERSON
What a retard.
 
The camera will back up to reveal Tyler behind him. The person isn’t aware Tyler is behind him. The person turns around to see where Tyler went but is shocked when he sees Tyler right behind him. Tyler grabs him by the head pulls him off the bench. Tyler begins to squeeze his head. The person screams in pain. Once the person stops screaming Tyler drops his body and walks away. The person begins to move and tries to yell for help.

PERSON
(Whispering)Help me, somebody please help me.
FIGURE
He isn’t dead Tyler. Finish what you started.

Tyler turns around and walks back to the person. He picks them up off of the ground and looks him in the eyes. He then quickly snaps their neck. He lets the body drop and leaves. The camera watches him as he walks away. Fade to black.
Scene 29
Int. Jess’ Apartment. Night.
This is a scene used to further the impact of Matt and Michelle’s death. Jess is seen sitting on the floor looking at pictures of her friends. The camera is beside her as it looks at the pictures with Jess. The song “Never Too Late” by Three Days Grace plays in the background.
Scene 30
Ext. Public Washroom. Night.
The camera is in front of the washroom door. A car is seen pulling up. It parks and someone gets out. He leaves the door open and runs past the camera and goes inside. Once he opens the car door the song “The Night” by Disturbed is heard. Once the guy is inside the camera pans back to a car pulling into the parking lot. The cars lights go off. The car then parks a few spaces from the other car. Out steps Tyler as he heads inside to where the guy in the car just went in. Tyler is seen with a hammer as he walks past the camera just as the guy did.
Scene 31
Int. Public Washroom. Night.
The camera is in the stall and the guy is using the washroom. He looks up when he hears the washroom door open. The camera goes to his POV as he looks through the cracks in the stall. Tyler walks past. The camera cuts back to the guy sitting on the toilet. He becomes scared and lifts his feet so Tyler won’t notice him. Cut back to POV looking through the cracks Tyler walks by again and then disappears. A few seconds later the washroom door is heard opening and closing again. The camera is now at the sinks. The guy comes out of the stall and looks around. No one is seen. He then washes his hands. He looks in the mirror.

GUY
What the fuck was that?

He then dries his hands and begins to walk towards the door. The camera will watch him as he walks by and will also reveal he just walked by Tyler. The guy will turn his head to look and before he can scream Tyler hits him in the face with the hammer. The guy falls to the ground and Tyler will stand over him and violently hit him in the head with the hammer several times. Once he is done he drops the hammer.
Scene 32
Ext. Public Washroom. Night.
“The Night” by Disturbed is heard again. The camera is looking at the washroom now and Tyler is seen coming out and walking towards his car. He gets in his car and leaves. As he gets close to the camera he turns the lights on. He then drives away. Cut to a wide angle with the empty parking lot and the Guys car still running with the lights on, and the door still open. Fade to black.
Scene 33
Int. Jess’ Car. Afternoon.
Jess and Williams are driving.

JESS
Thanks for coming with me. I just need to get out of town. I have to get away.
WILLIAMS
I need to get away too.
JESS
We’re just gonna go to the cottage and relax and clear our minds.
WILLIAMS
I miss them.
JESS
Me too. 

Music will cut in as they continue to drive. “God’s Gonna Cut You Down” by Johnny Cash plays. As they drive by a driveway Tyler’s car is briefly seen. Jess slows down.

WILLIAMS
What are you stopping for?
JESS
Did you see that?
WILLIAMS
See what?

The car will be at the driveway now and the camera will look through the window to see Tyler’s car.

JESS
That’s the car from the park.
WILLIAMS
What Car?
JESS
There was a car and someone was watching us. Remember when I told you and it drove away.

WILLIAMS
Lets get the fuck out of here then.
JESS
Lets go check it out.
WILLIAMS
No way Jess, are you crazy?

Jess then puts the car in gear and drives slowly away. She drives for a few seconds and stops on the side of the road.

JESS
Come on lets go.
WILLIAMS
Fine, if I see anything I’m out.
JESS 
I’m sure it’s nothing. It was probably some creep watching us. Come on lets go.

Scene 34
Ext. Forest. Dawn.
A wide shot of Jess and Williams getting out of the car and walking into the woods. The camera then pans to show the car and the road to a house. Cut to Jess and Williams walking through the woods. Jess suddenly stops and grabs Williams.

JESS
(Whispering) Look

The camera pans to Tyler walking with a shovel in his hands. He walks over to an area and drops it on the ground.

WILLIAMS
(Whispering) I’m out of here.
Jess
Come with me.

They get a little closer and Tyler is seen going inside. The camera will reveal what looks like freshly dug graves.

JESS
Oh my fucking God.
WILLIAMS
What the fuck is this?
JESS
Where did he go?

As she says that a twig is heard snapping behind them. They both turn around to see Tyler standing there. Jess screams as Tyler quickly grabs Williams. Jess runs away not looking back. The camera follows her as she runs. She stops and looks behind her. No one is around so she goes back towards the house. She sees the area with the graves and sees Williams body lying there. Movement catches her attention and she sees Tyler walking down the driveway. She runs over to Williams who is lying on his stomach. She rolls him over to see his face covered in blood almost as if his face was ripped off. She lets out a loud scream. Cut to Tyler who hears the scream and turns around and goes back towards the house. Jess realizes what she just did and sees Tyler coming. She runs into the house. 

Scene 35
Int. Old House. Dawn.
Tyler is seen coming in the house he opens and slams the door violently. Cut to Jess hiding, but not giving away her position. She grabs her mouth to prevent herself from screaming. The camera shows Tyler looking around franticly. Cut to Jess’ POV to see Tyler walk by. Cut back to her trying not to scream. She looks over and sees a rifle. The camera will pull back to reveal where jess is hiding. She will poke her head out to look for Tyler. The camera will look around as well to reveal Tyler is gone. She will run over to the rifle which is by a window. Once she grabs the rifle she will glance out the window and she will see Tyler looking right at her through the window. She runs to the front door and waits for Tyler. She checks for ammo in the gun. 

JESS
Two shots.

She hears the floor creek behind her and quickly turns around to see Tyler there. She fires a shot and it hits him. He falls down and lies there motionless. She walks over to him and is pointing the gun at him. She puts the gun to his head. Go to close up of the trigger just as the guns about to fire Tyler grabs the gun and moves it causing the shot to miss. Jess lets out a scream and tries to run but Tyler grabs her leg causing her to trip. She kicks him in the face and runs towards the kitchen. Tyler sits up and looks around. Cut to Jess looking for a knife. She finds one and waits for Tyler to come after her. Cut to Tyler who begins walking towards the kitchen when he stops and looks down to see a machete lying there he picks it up and looks at it as if to admire it. He heads towards the kitchen. Cut back to the kitchen, behind Jess. Tyler is seen walking in. As she runs at him with the knife he quickly swings the machete catching her in the stomach. She drops the knife and falls to the ground. Tyler picks her up and carries her outside.

Scene 36
Ext. Old House. Dawn.
Tyler is seen carrying Jess to the graves. He puts her in the hole. The camera shows Jess in the hole. Cut to a wide angle showing Tyler shoveling dirt on top of her and Jess is heard screaming as she is buried alive.

CLOSING CREDITS
Black Screen:

FIGURE
This is just the beginning Tyler. There is much more to be done. There are others who need to be punished. This hell has only begun.

“My Own Hell” by Five Finger Death Punch plays in the background.
Steven Bowles’
Decimate
Credits for the writer, director show, then the actors names in order of appearance.


